
“Lifehouse has served the needs of these most vulnerable members of our 
community for 65 years. With support from the public, I am confident Lifehouse 
will continue to thrive and serve our families and friends for another 65 years!”

Joe Spinelli
Board Member (on and off for the past 50 years)

Father of Stephen Spinelli, Former Lifehouse Resident

“With a strong foundation and more control over future expenditures, this 
permanent home for Lifehouse accompanies an acknowledgment of the great gifts 
our children and loved ones offer while providing them the means to independence 
and a better life.”  

Allan & Nancy Herzog
Lifehouse Parent and Former Board Member

“I find myself reflecting on the countless lives that Lifehouse has touched, 
enriched and improved over all these years. One can only imagine the cumulative 
life benefits that have been offered to these many individuals and families.  You’ve 
crafted your services with a demonstrable belief in the positive potential for each 
life you touch, and you’ve done so with an overarching tone of respect and 
kindness.  This is a time to pause for reflection on how much these characteristics 
have meant to your clients, and also how much this has meant to the humanity and 
vitality of the whole community. Please share heartfelt thanks and appreciation 
from all of us at MCF.”

Thomas Peters, Ph.D., President & CEO
Marin Community Foundation

“Lifehouse’s wonderful clients are some of our most treasured 
employees, reminding all of us that life is rich and diverse and people 
of all capacities have much to contribute to our collective well-
being. Lifehouse deserves a proper home and a permanent place in 
our community.”

Robert Mayfield
Safeway San Anselmo Manager

2018 Lifehouse Employer of the Year Award
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“We are so grateful that Lifehouse provides the extensive 
and specialized care these individuals need in order to thrive. 
The skills and consistent support offered by Lifehouse staff 
who will benefit from the training rooms at the new facility 
will only enhance the services already offered.”

Mark & Patty Jackson
Lifehouse Parents

“This permanent home for Lifehouse is a gift to the 
whole Bay Area community, acknowledging and 
celebrating the diversity and richness of our 
population with pride.”

Eric Aanes
Former Board Treasurer

“Equity and worth of every person were essential values that my parents, DeReath and Daniel 
Collins, instilled in our family. They collaborated to create institutions and organizations to 
ensure the sustainability of this work for future generations and were instrumental in the 
founding of Lifehouse in 1954. My parents understood that equality and equity were two sides of 
the same coin yet different and distinct. True equality requires that we address the systemic and 
historical circumstances, attitudes and habits that prevent some people from having fair access 
to the fullness of life. This is why they fought persistently to lay the foundations of Lifehouse and 
the Lanterman Act to address the problems, challenges and opportunities for all people to live 
full and complete lives.

On the 65th anniversary of Lifehouse, it is critical to seek a permanent home to ensure each 
child, youth and adult will reach their highest potential and by their humanity and engagement in 
the broader community, contribute to the common cause.”

Charles Collins
President and CEO of the YMCA of San Francisco

Brother of Craig Collins, Former Lifehouse Resident
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